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Abstract. As time goes by and experience is gained, modernization and technological development show the 
need to implement more complex programs and procedures to ensure a high level of compliance with radiation 
safety, particularly in those activities in which radioactive material is used in industry. A relevant aspect of 
present technology is the concern to introduce mechanisms to prevent radiological accidents or incidents, to 
ensure early detection of failures. This includes systems that either individually or as a whole, increase the level 
of responsibility of the different disciplines involved, so as to avoid a situation that could lead to loss of control 
of the facility or part of it. The prevention of an abnormal situation, overexposure of workers or unwanted risks, 
should be considered in the level of vulnerability of the facility, a concept drawn from international protection 
systems and which is applied directly in radiation safety. Preventive management, risk communication and 
proposals for change or improvement along with the detection of risks and training, constitute all the factors 
contained within prevention policies. Dose limitation, optimization and justification, old tools used for decades, 
could not be replaced by other modern concepts and criteria. ALARA culture (including performance indicators) 
should be considered. The atmosphere at work, working under pressure as well as other factors such as quality 
issues, ethics of prevention, etc. align with this idea of prevention and safety, besides changes in attitude, 
towards risk prevention (methods, reports, intervention guides, working instructions, and any other helpful tool), 
are followed by preventive, as well as predictive and corrective maintenance, applied to minimize the dose 
absorbed by workers. A clear policy of prevention is needed as well as an appropriate level of radiation safety 
which should be taken into account since the very beginning of the development of a given practice. All these 
concepts are being described in this paper. 
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Introduction. 
In recent years, incidents or accidents have been reported to international information systems for 
dissemination and knowledge (NEWS -Nuclear Events Web Based System). From the information 
received is detected in general, situations arising from ignorance or misinformation, lack of 
"perception of radiological risk” absence of procedures, etc., by the user of radioactive material. This 
aspect, it is not minor at the time of making the right decision, once detected the incident or 
radiological accident, exposes the need to develop a plan contingencies to remedy quickly and 
efficiently the consequences of the act. 
This means that a poor culture as it relates to the perception of risk will result in a complication even 
more time trying to resolve the emergency preparedness and necessary care. [1][2] 
The risks of radiological accidents, which are associated with the tasks using radioactive materials, in 
whatever form, although its rate of occurrence is low, are mistakes when designing the installation, 
during the same operation, or some practice process defined or poorly studied, and so on. whose 
characteristics depend on the analysis and strategy  developed when deciding its implementation. In 
them, abuse, maintaining performed by staff without the knowledge, failures or oversights of human 
kind and incidents identified the magnitude of the event. All these "factors" determine the need to 
implement aspects of study and analysis, as well as early detection of failures and the adequacy of 
implementation procedures. 
 
Description. 
The handling of radioactive material leads to the operator exposition but the received doses in normal 
operation are below the annual limits set in the legislation in force both  in the National as well as the 
International level.  These values are optimized to guarantee even a lower exposition, constituting in 
this way a preventive politics. [3][4 ] 
Radiological protection applied to exposed personnel must introduce improvements and avoid 
unjustified or non desired doses. It also must guarantee the physical protection of radioactive material, 
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taking the corresponding control measures and trying to modify the habits and behavior of the 
personnel occupationally exposed towards safety culture and prevention. This is the reason why it is 
necessary to set the objectives, to select adequate protection systems according to the kind of practice 
so as to be able to act immediately and in a safe way both in a normal or an abnormal situation. 
Due to the natural evolution of the basic principles of protection, the optimization and the control 
mechanisms used, we can establish adequate level of restrictions with the consequent benefit for the 
worker.  
All these concepts used must be introduced in every application of the radioactive material in industry. 
In this regard Nuclear Regulatory Authority of República Argentina (NRA) has required 
improvements in industrial facilities through the addition of tools that allow ensure a higher 
commitment with radiological safety and prevention. The inclusion of certain issues related to, for 
instance, preventive management, risk communication and other concepts is relevant to achieve the 
evolution of the regulatory system, according to the kind of risk involved in the use of radioactive 
material.  
In this way the NRA has implemented the analyses of deeper regulatory standards as well as the 
inclusion of safety culture aspects by introducing quality assurance in an attempt to guarantee 
prevention culture concepts.   
Concepts about improvements and methodologies to be applied in order to get an adequate level of 
safety during the development of a certain practice with radioactive material are described. [5] 
 
1) Vulnerability. 
The methodology used to determine the vulnerability of a given system is based on the determination 
of the negative consequences for the process and the structures that are exposed to a risk factor. 
Several methods exist at present and by means of the application of these models an equation that 
involves certain risk and the probability of its occurrence in time is determined through studies or tree 
failure. 
In this way it is possible to predict what will happen in case of an accident or incident. It will be 
possible to evaluate, in a theoretical way, vulnerability models that allow for example to determine in 
what way a given material will disperse into the atmosphere in case of an uncontrolled escape or in 
case of an explosion.  
 
2) Preventive management. 
Radiological safety principles establish the necessity of taking into account safety among the workers, 
members of the public and the environment when operating. This is the reason why the use of 
procedures, guides and regulation that lead to accomplish a high level of protection is very important. 
Even when the principles of use of a given practice are determined beforehand is eventually the 
operator or user who can notice a defect or mistake in the first place when a certain procedure is being 
used. This will allow the adoption of practical solutions and the implementation of an adequate level 
of safety for it will be the operator who will be in charge of suggesting the necessary changes in order 
to guarantee the correct use of methods or systems that use radioactive material demonstrating a high 
level of compromise with safety and generating a positive attitude towards improvement and 
prevention what turns him in an independent examiner. [6] 
 
3) Risk communication. 
Regarding risks communication, the lack of this basic principle on the part of the facility may result in 
complicating a task that was easily controllable at the beginning. In many cases the material involved 
may present anomalies, alterations in the way of performing the tasks, modifications in technologies 
etc. which can be detected and corrected if the risks were clearly defined at the moment of determining 
the process or technique to use. 
Applying radiological protection principles is a basic condition for prevention and it must be 
considered a severe fault not to comply with all procedures and set safety guides, performing the 
necessary safety control audits to verify they truly are complied with. [7][5]  
Uncontrolled or accidental situations are failures related to management, consequently they are 
avoidable and emphasis must be made in complying with the level of safety that the practice demands, 
independently of the degree of complexity and duration. For that purpose basic principles of 
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radiological safety together with operative requirements that imply a high level of compromise on the 
part of the operator and the installation and safety guides must definitely be established.  
 
4) Improvement and change proposals. 
It is relevant to analyze development, modernization and the application of conducts oriented to detect 
risks presented by process of changes due to the use of modern technologies, the updating of 
procedures, quality improvements or adaptation to new regulations and the impact on operators and 
the facilities. This process has negative and positive aspects. (Table 1) 
Training in attitude cannot be reached overnight. The personnel responsible must establish the proper 
strategy for the operator and the operation to be performed. This process is meant to last for ever. 
Every facility must elaborate its risks map and their communication to the operators based on the 
critical points of the installations and the measures adopted consequently as well as procedures 
fulfillments.  
In this sense, the implementation of a survey that includes the necessary changes to avoid accidents or 
failures occurrence is necessary.  
 
The strategy should include: [6] [7] [8] 

• Debates on safety, leaflets, signals, warnings, etc.  
• Demonstrations and evaluations based on incidents and/or situations that had occurred and 

lessons recently learned.  
• Permanent supervision so as to detect and correct abnormal situations  
• Control audits  
• Procedures and intervention guides development  
• Permanent training and retraining  
• Procedures updating and revision  
 

Table 1: Improvement proposals and its influence on the staff. 
 

  
Negative aspects in the process of change 

 
Positive aspects in the process of change 

Uncertainty about the new process 
 

Improvement of individual development 

Unwillingness to add responsibility 
 

Promotion of safety culture 

Greater individual and group demands 
 

Increase in training levels 

Lack of knowledge about control systems (eg. 
type PLC) 

Increase in the confidence on technology 

  
 
This subject always arouses constant concern, especially about supervision, detection and correction of 
any deficiency. For this reason it is highly important to make evaluations of  the operators 
performance, understanding and comprehension of risk that the task involves  and the impact that will 
be generated if the duty is not performed with a responsible attitude towards himself.  
 
5) Change attitude in the prevention of risks. 
This task must be continuous. The attitude improves with development and the elaboration of 
strategies deeply related to prevention in facilities that use radioactive material for instance in a 
radiopharmaceutical production laboratory, in industrial radiography, etc. Uncontrolled situations 
should be carefully analyzed and informed among the staff so they can avoid any situations of the kind 
in the future.[1][2][10] 
The models used to change the attitude should be simple so they can be easily implemented by the 
worker who is going to perform a task with radiation exposure risk. [11] 
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They should also reflect the politics that lead to improve the level of protection, influencing on the 
behavior of the operator and the assimilation of such politics on his part. (Table 2)  
In case a dangerous behavior is detected it should be analyzed to determine the causes that caused it 
and whether the politics of prevention had been correctly set.  
It is important to determine if the information, procedures and techniques that the installation 
possesses were clear enough for the operator and take the necessary corrective measures in order to 
avoid further major risk situations.  
Finally, is very important that the information connected to the risk of using radioactive material and 
its consequences is personalized and preferently registered or documented.   
 
Table 2. Benefits regarding the implementation of improvements in the operator´s attitude. 
 
  

Duties oriented to prevention 
 

Results 

Information Updates and benefits individual and group 
development 

Procedures Avoids the possibility of radiological 
accidents for they establish a safe way to 

perform the task. 
Risk evaluations Determines the minimum training required for 

a given practice 
Training 

 
Allows evolution and constant improvement 

Risk perception Increases consciousness, attitude and respect 
for radioprotection principles. 

Quality Guarantees profitable results for the operator 
and the facility 

Records Allows task revision, failures detection and its 
analyses. 

  
 
6) Human factor and accident rate. 
Among the aspects that have to be taken into account in relation to this matter, we have to mention 
different situations that have to be avoided within the habitual work with radioactive material.  
It is likely that to perform a certain practice all the procedures related have to be described, however, 
accident rates or frequency may not diminish in time. To believe that the operator is not conscious of 
risks or that he may not have interpreted the necessity to act towards radiological accidents prevention 
would probably be a simple criterion.  This is when the so called human factor appears and it would be 
decisive to determine whether the decision taken was the correct one, according to the training the 
operator had received and the level of prevention established, being these aspects vital to determine 
whether they had avoided a probable accidental situation or contributed to make it happen. [11] 
 
Regarding these aspects the following evaluations on the operator must be made: 

• Psychological tests  
• Degree of responsibility  
• Personnel management  
• Ability to analyze complex situations  
• Ability in the communication of events towards personnel  
• Responsibility in decision making  
 

These studies will allow to establish whether the evaluated operator´s profile is convenient to the 
capacity required for any given practice or process, determining whether his knowledge will allow him 
to fulfill the tasks with responsibility according to the risk the tasks implies. 
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7) Ethics of prevention. 
During the last years an high degree of radiological safety was achieved by implementing changes 
oriented to deeper prevention politics where an increase in training as well as the development of 
general and specific procedures played the most important role. 
Nowadays, many years after the risk of manipulating radioactive material was known it is necessary to 
get full knowledge and dedication to avoid incidental or accidental radiological situations. A proof of 
that is the great number of accidents regularly informed.  
The opinion that the operator is the weakest link in the chain demonstrates the ethical compromise of 
acting consciously, respecting even the risks of the whole society and the environment. This belief 
demands a high commitment on the part of the operator but mainly the inclusion of mechanisms to 
analyze and guarantee that this condition will not be degraded in time. The ethic of prevention as a 
way of life leads the operator´s attitude towards constant improvement as well as the compromise of 
the facility to avoid situations that generate risks to members of the public as the social responsible 
function incumbent on the facility. This will provide confidence and harmony in the development of 
any activity, independently of the social risk that it might generate. 
 
8) Evaluation groups.  
In every group in which radiological safety must be taken into consideration, the creation of evaluation 
committees is highly recommended. These groups should analyze different unexpected situations that 
might arise and which are not integrated or complemented in habitual procedures. The constitution of 
these committees must be the result of the analysis of the following aspects: 

• Experience in decision making  
• The criterion to solve the situation in a safe way  
• The analysis of different proposals to achieve the same objective and its selection, getting the 

maximum benefit with the minimum effort.  
 

Experience is the most important factor to take into account from the radiological safety point of view 
when solving a complex situation. Similar situations with satisfactory results are likely to be suggested 
once the benefit they had brought up is analyzed. The most interesting situations are those which 
provide new information or without previous knowledge. In this regard another important factor 
comes up and it is the capacity to judge. This capacity to judge the situation will modify the 
development of the action taken where the most important hint will be the resolution of the situation 
given with the lowest risk for the worker occupationally exposed and the installation. It is important to 
highlight that the decision to solve the situation or incident will have to be the most beneficial even 
when it is not the most economical. For instance, important contamination in a site due to an 
operator´s mistake or duty using radioactive material out of a human error or any system o mechanism 
and its permanent solution. [11] 
 
9) Preventive, predictive and corrective maintenance. 
Maintenance duties during the life time of a facility, for instance a nuclear power plant, those places 
where industrial measuring instruments are installed are the ones representing higher risks for the 
operator because he will be in contact with structures, pieces or mechanisms that deteriorate out of 
their use, corrosion or material fatigue, which can be contaminated or generate important radiation 
levels. It can even be necessary to remove those pieces or mechanisms. This is the reason why the 
concept of design has to be high enough to assure a commitment to avoid undesirable doses and an 
adequate level of maintenance tasks to reduce possible risks. 
It is important to highlight that general and particular audits are needed. Those aspects that need 
certain schedule and frequency are going to be audited during general inspections.   
During the revisions, equipment and systems control is made in a thorough way by internal or external 
intervention groups that audit the quality of the processes in previous maintenance tasks. 
Regarding these subjects, training of the personnel performing the tasks is relevant, as well as the 
profile of the operator that supervises the duties and frequency of maintenance tasks.  
Additionally, priorities and protection rules to safeguard operators will be taken into account. 
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9.1) Preventive maintenance.  
Preventive maintenance is based on techniques and processes that allow the increase of the life of a 
given component till the moment that failure which do not represent important risks for the operator 
and the facility become evident and its replacement turns necessary.  
Preventive maintenance is based on the idea that by means of periodical inspections certain failures 
that lead the staff to take measures in the short term should be avoided. It also includes permanent 
evaluation criteria and periodic audits this maintenance must take into account the replacement of 
components or systems that guarantee that the replacement made allows the equipment or original 
system functioning. In the same way, the degree of confidence of the replacements and particularly of 
those which functions are very important  for radiological purposes must be evaluated and registered 
so as to have backgrounds that allow the early detection of failures and the prediction of their behavior 
in time. 
 
9.2) Predictive maintenance.  
This kind of maintenance is closely related to the whole knowledge of a device, equipment or 
installation. In some cases it can be considered a part of preventive maintenance and it is mainly used 
when some indicators of degradation appear so it is possible to make the prediction before the 
malfunction occurs allowing to elaborate logic of maintenance. 
This evaluation includes a great quantity of studies or diagnosis techniques and analysis, allowing the 
extension of the life time of an installation, with programmed intervention, which in most cases 
reduces the exposition of workers in a radioactive installation or one that uses processes that involve 
radiological risks out of unforeseen situations or urgency necessities, generating a concept of 
prevention to avoid unnecessary doses for the exposed worker during maintenance duties. 
This activity is intimately related to ALARA concept for the worker and the inclusion of these 
concepts results indispensable. 
 
9.3) Corrective maintenance.  
This is the kind of maintenance made once the failure took place and it is impossible that the facility 
goes on operating.  It is important to remember that there must exist clear particular procedures and 
written work authorizations to “work lonely” or far from a supervisor´s or responsible for the task that 
involves radiological risk, in such works when the place conditions require additional care and/or 
important risks.  Once the replacement of the equipment or piece which must guarantee an identical 
performance to the faulty one, several tests have to be made (temperature, pressure, etc.) and the 
compliance of all parameters and necessary controls to approve the substituted safety mechanism and 
verify all safety requisites as well as the performance so as to confirm they are equivalent to the 
original one. 
 
10) ALARA principle. (As Low As Rasonably Achievable) 
ALARA principle introduces the concept of minimizing the biological risk of radiation exposure as 
much as possible bringing in reasonable measures that protect workers. 
This concept is closely related to radiological safety principles and those measures that tend to 
guarantee the lowest risk for the best possible way to protect. [12][3][6][7] 
By applying this concept several basic measures turn up:  

• Reduction in time of  exposure to radiation  
• Reach to higher level of training  
• Resort to training and practices that offer the minor risk for the worker involved so as to 

diminish the received doses.  
• Use proper shieldings, according to the type of radiation involved in the practice.  
• It includes the application of design, construction, operation and maintenance protection 

concepts of the facilities using radioactive material.  
• Prevention from unnecessary or unjustified exposures.  
• To communicate the involved staff exposed to radiation about the radiological risks and the 

measures or procedures applied in these cases.  
• Provide a feedback mechanism regarding experiences related to ALARA  
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• Evaluate the attitude of the worker towards self protection and the protection of those 
cooperating in an efficient way.  

• Generate a permanent evolution of procedures  
These principles must be applied to reduce to the minimum workers risk to radiation exposure. 
 
Conclusions.  
Every remark made up to now are applicable to any industry, technology, process or practice using 
radioactive material at present.  
Among the most important the following deserve to be highlighted: 

• To make a risk evaluation at the moment of designing a practice or task involving the use of 
radioactive material, establishing risk maps to determine and define those tasks with dose 
compromise demand. 

• Use models to predict a probable event that allows to evaluate possible radiological 
consequences. 

• Establish as a priority to work towards workers, members of the public and the environment 
protection. 

• To make operators conscious through safety debates, leaflets, instructions and permanently 
supervising his duty and correcting any deviation from safety procedures. 

• Permanent training and re-training analyzing operator´s aptitude towards radiological safety, 
his qualification and suitability. 

• Write clear procedures and understandable for the operator, making verifications or audits to 
check their fulfillment. 

• Detect and analyze possible failures in all safety systems  used guaranteeing at least the 
substitution or replacement of the faulty ones by other similar components with the same level 
of confidence and safety. 
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